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Abstract: The given paper examines the problem of rural architecture and design as well as proposals for their further development.
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The resent article considers the issues of landscape architecture of rural populated areas of the Samarkand region and a complex model of regional factors has been developed, influencing on formation of landscape and rural architecture. Regional factors are divided into constant and variable. Constant factors include natural and climatic factors. The variables include factors, related to the social economic conditions, national traditions, the level of welfare of the population and a creative approach to the landscape culture. The creative factor is related to the knowledge, professional skills, experience and ability of an architect to work with customers according to their wishes and requirements of standarts and rules of landscape architecture [3]. All the above mentioned members are reflected in the complex model, developed by us (fig.1)

The territory for residential areas of rural countryside is desirable to choose close to the sources of natural water, beautiful landscape with good solar insolation and heavy rain safety zone. In a windy areas of Uzbekistan it is necessary to choose a place with a high and pure forest plantations in order to protect the residential areas of the rural areas from strong and storm winds, sand and dust. In improving the quality of the rural landscape architecture plays an important role the use of local natural – climatic conditions, topography and natural water resources. Various combinations of relief and vegetation provide the basis for the formation of numerous landscape compositions with high emotional influence. In each concrete case, one of landscape elements acts as a leading one.

For revealing artistic image, rich historical experience of Uzbekistan can be used in the example of the rural park. It has been long in the Islamic world, creation of gardens was connected with the desire of a man to be “in paradise”, from here and the appearance of the garden “Charbagh” style. Charbagh garden is a modular garden shielded from four sides and having a regular style of layout in the center of which a reservoir is placed from which irrigation ditch network flows out in the four parts of the world [1]. Cultural traditions, climatic conditions, economic development, political pretension influenced on the emergence of a variety of works of landscape art. In the history of landscape architecture, different styles are distinguished: Egyptian, Antique, Islamic, Medieval, Baroque, Classicism, English, Landscape Eclectic, Chinese, Japanese, Renaissance style and others [3]. In the present work a typology of the objects of the rural landscape architecture and landscape design are developed (fig.2).

To the typology of the rural landscaped design objects, we can refer those green spaces where careful study of the cultural landscape details are carried out. These objects include a space formed with the use of landscaping vegetation, geoplastics, water devices, small architectural forms, visual communications and others. These objects should include rural parks, avenues (khiyabans), pedestrian streets, small gardens in rural public buildings, small recreational areas. They are structural elements of the system of green areas of the rural areas and, as a rule, they perform ecological, architectural – artistic and recreational functions. Landscape compositions of lights and stones are becoming increasingly popular in the rural areas. They include mini – rockaries, mini – alpinaries and rocky gardens. In our opinion, in the departments of regional, city and district architecture to familiarize customers there should be the albums with the examples of landscaping avenues (khiyabans), parks, estates.
of dwelling houses, schools, colleges and small recreational gardens of public buildings with landscape solutions and as well as recommendations for organization of landscape compositions from plantations of trees. Based on the above – mentioned, we have developed and offered 3 volume album of rural landscape construction for practical use (fig.3).

Fig.3. Scientific – practical proposals in the form of graphic albums designed for the development of the rural landscape architecture and design

When designing systems of greenery planting of rural populated areas of Uzbekistan it is recommended to guide the following principles:

- uniform distribution of green plantations on the territory of the populated areas. This requirement applies to planting of greenery of the places of general use;
- ensuring continuity of green spaces distribution on the territory of the populated areas. This principle includes in itself planting greenery of squares, streets, avenues and park of the populated areas, in a single continuous green system;
- architectural and landscape solution of the system of planting greenery lead to a single idea, joining together all green areas, located within and outside the territory of the populated area. This is achieved through the formation of “green wedge”, entering the residential area, to the territory of parks and places of people mass staying, recreational facilities, located outside and inside of the rural populated places;
- when designing a system of planting greenery in arid districts of the Republic of Uzbekistan it is necessary to organize opened and closed green spaces [1].

In this regard in the present work for the first time “The effect of wind” was researched, getting on the boards of open and close green zones (fig.4) and

Fig.4. “The effect of wind” in the open and closed spaces

Recommended for the landscape architects as a guiding principles when designing and organization of a system of planting greenery of the rural areas in the Republic. “The effect of wind” – is in fact the gravitational air currents that arise due to the weight difference between warm and cool air in the zones of contact of open and closed green spaces. The territory of open and closed zones in arid regions of the Republic should be taken in the ratio 1:1 [2]. In landscape architecture of the rural areas of Republic of Uzbekistan three different architectural and planning decisions were so far used: a) regular – symmetrical repeatable planning decisions; b) free planning composition; c) mixed planning composition. Symmetrically repeated regular planning solution is recommended for the use in the plains or slopes. Free planning composition is recommended for the use on slopes and strongly expressed relief. Mixed planning solution is recommended for a flat relief, in the part of which the relief is sharply expressed. The author has designed proposals on the architectural – landscape organization of the parks territories, streets, avenues (khiyabans), territories of public and residential buildings which are the part of a system of gardening at their limited usage (the territory of agricultural enterprises, rural agro – industrial complexes, rural medical dispensaries, sport facilities, kindergartens, nurseries, schools and colleges). On the basis of the carried out scientific work and as well as studying domestic and foreign experience we have formed and scientifically defined the following priority directions on the development and formation of landscape architecture in the rural areas of Uzbekistan:

- when forming and developing typology of the objects of the rural landscape architecture it should take into consideration modern needs of the rural population and especially the young people;
- when planning a system of greenery, architectural – planning and landscape – ecological organizations of the rural populated areas we used the researched method of “The effect of wind” in organization of open and closed green spaces in the ratio of 1:1.
- it is necessary to provide organization of places for recreation areas for the villagers at motor car highways between settlements;
- with the purpose of creating beautiful compositions of a landscape design it is necessary to legalize the planting rules – what, where, how much and by what composition to plant them. The choice of plants should be made by taking into account the functional, local natural – climatic and soil conditions;
- when forming landscape compositions and architectural – planning decisions of the rural landscaping objects is recommended to use the methods of geoplastics of the territory and techniques of organization of modular gardens;
- on the objects of landscape architecture it is necessary to provide the formation of a system of water devices and shaded spaces;
- in the decisions of landscape architecture and design it is supposed to use bio – architectural forms and the “topiar” art;
- in the formation of the elements of landscape design it is proposed to use effectively and apply the forms and methods of “light architecture”, natural architectural forms, products of the applied art, sculpture and art of national crafts.
We believe that our proposals will be adopted in the development of projects proposals, landscaping rural places, arboreums projects of the territories of the common use, when making schemes of landscaping the territories included in the project of architectural – planning organization of the territories of the rural citizens gatherings centers and populated areas. We hope that the implementation of the above – mentioned priority directions formed by us, scientific proposals and recommendations, follow them strictly in the design and construction of the landscape architecture will practically help to develop and improve the quality of green construction and improving the architectural appearance of the villages of the Samarkand region.
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